NEW CD’S IN THE RESOURCE CENTRE
The Resource Centre has many new CD’s and you are most welcome to come in, listen to them and see if they suit
your needs.
Something about you by Fr. Rob Galea (2014)
As a seminarian back in 2008, Fr Robert Galea performed to a crowd of 200,000
during the World Youth Day Stations of the Cross procession in Sydney. Something
about you is Galea’s collection of songs he has worked on since becoming a priest
back in 2010, with lyrics very much inspired by his experiences of ministering to a
broad spectrum of people including secondary students, parishioners, the aged and
the ill.
Songs include: Alive -- No greater love -- Higher than clouds -- Glorious -- Soldier -Angel -- Bring us to our knees -- Something about you -- Draw me -- Love that never
fails -- We exalt
Break the crystal frame by Maeve Louise Heaney (2014)
Heaney is a lecturer in theology at ACU.
"There is no great distance, no insurmountable wall, between God and us…only a
crystal frame that dulls our senses, making the Real seem just out of reach. But our
worlds are alive with moving grace; it can be tasted, bittersweet, in every experience we
go through. We simply need to break the glass. And music does that well, at times. I
hope (and pray) that, through these songs, the Love that sustains all things may cut
through your daily fog and strike a chord you were meant to hear." (Willow Publishing)
Songs include: Meanwhile -- Your side of time -- Dancing in our minds -- The rules of
mercy never change -- Lead kindly light -- Time -- Beautiful life -- Dreams -- Thank you -For you, for them -- Come.

Sacred songs of Mary. 2 by Ellen Holmes (2014)
Summary: Devotion to Mary through the ages has inspired an outpouring of music in her
honour. This compilation is a unique bouquet of sublime pieces from the 12th century to
present - most of which are not found in other Marian collections - exquisitely performed
by some of the world's best artists. (From publisher)

Lumina (Volume 1) orchestral music by Liam Lawton; arranged by Mark Cahill (2014)
Summary: Lumina is a beautiful recording of some of Liam's best-known songs
arranged by Mark Cahill. Track after track, each distinctive arrangement builds into a
collection that offers moments of sorrow, joy, inspiration, and peace. Songs like 'The
Clouds Veil,' 'Voice of an Angel,' and ‘There Is a Place’, well known for their original
settings, are presented anew as florid instrumental arrangements by Mark Cahill,
who uses the orchestra to its full ability. (From publisher)
Songs include: I will be the vine -- Far beyond -- The hermit song -- In the quiet -Could it be -- Hiding place -- The silence and the sorrow -- There is a place -- The
voice of an angel -- Allelu -- The Lord is my shepherd -- The clouds' veil.

Prayers for joy (2012) The voices of: David Adam, Nick Fawcett, Sarah Mayhew, Chris Morley, Siobhan O'Keeffe,
Susan Sayers, Martin Shaw
Summary: Here are 48 prayers, poems and favourite passages from the Bible to help uplift and celebrate joyful
times. They are beautifully and prayerfully spoken, often by their author, with background music that perfectly
catches the mood of each piece. (From publisher)
Prayers for healing (2012) The voices of: David Adam, Nick Fawcett, Sarah Mayhew, Chris Morley, Siobhan O'Keeffe,
Susan Sayers, Martin Shaw; with gentle and soothing music.
Summary: Here are 57 prayers, poems and favourite passages from the Bible to help heal. They are beautifully and
prayerfully spoken, often by their author, with background music that perfectly catches the mood of each piece.
(From publisher)
Beautiful chants: prayers of meditation by Keith Duke, Geoffrey Nobles and Margaret Rizza (2014)
Summary: Inspirational chants by three of the finest composers in this genre of music to
create the perfect ambience for meditation and contemplation. (From publisher)
Contents: Come, be with me / Keith Duke -- Keep watch with me / Margaret Rizza -- Ubi
caritas / Geoffrey Nobes -- Funeral blessing / Keith Duke -- Silent, surrendered / Margaret
Rizza -- We come / Keith Duke -- The Lord is my light / Geoffrey Nobes -- All you nations /
Margaret Rizza -- Be still and know / Geoffrey Nobes -- Let your beauty shine / Margaret
Rizza -- Traveller's prayer / Keith Duke -- Veni, lumen cordium / Margaret Rizza -Invocation to the Creator / Keith Duke -- Mandatum novum / Geoffrey Nobes.
Singing up our country by James Williams & David Vadiveloo (2012)
Summary: Contains songs written and performed by students in the 2012 TECP project, reflecting their creative
responses to themes ranging from family stories to sovereignty.
Contents: We are one -- Aboriginality -- Singing up our country -- Aunty Melva -- Keeping us a-way (from greed) -- To
my brothers and sisters -- When I'm alone -- We're Aboriginal – For sovereignty -- We've got the power to heal -How do you know? -- When are you coming home? -- Our home -- Original sin -- Like yesterday – On solid ground -Singing up our country: reprise.

Music for the soul: songs, chants and instrumental music to console and inspire by
Geoffrey Nobes (2014)
Summary: Here are Geoff's finest compositions from his first four albums: chants set to
beautiful texts from the Bible; songs with lovely well-known words and specially written
new poems and prayers; instrumental music to calm and uplift the heart and the soul.
(From publisher)
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